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But from this point of view departments fall into
two classes—some are mainly administrative (this class
Includes the Foreign and Dominions Offices, for
instance); others, such as the Defence Departments.,
the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry of Health,
are directly engaged in the maintenance and improve-
ment of State services. The former class needs money
for its officials, whose number tends always to increase;
the latter very much larger sums to pay for the services
themselves. Accordingly, the general problem of
public expenditure upon men and things opens up one
of the major political issues.
Orthodox financiers of the Gladstonian era used to
maintain that taxation should be half direct and half
indirect, because direct taxes are paid mostly in propor-
tion to wealth, so that a few rich people contribute
more than many poor; whereas indirect taxes levied
upon the cost of commodities fall equally heavily upon
all users of the commodity taxed, which may be some-
thing like tea or sugar, of which a poor family uses
nearly as much as a rich one. In any case taxation is
more onerous for the poor man, since in order to pay
even a little he may have to go without something he
really needs, while the rich man, however much he
pays, is thereby being deprived of luxuries rather than
necessities. But if the poor paid no taxes whatever,
so the orthodox argued, they would vote without re-
serve in favour of the most lavish public expenditure.
Indirect taxes—which produce considerably less
than half the national income now—are mostly
collected by the Board of Customs and Excise, em-
ploying a large staff of minor civil servants. They are
familiar to many of us at the ports, where most foreign
goods except raw materials are now compelled to pay

